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What

is Water

Stewardship
Our planet has a freshwater crisis. Water scarcity, pollution and
other signs of water stress are getting worse as population
growth, industrialisation, urbanisation and climate change
continue to impact our limited freshwater resources that are
essential for life.

If we continue on a ‘business as usual’ basis,
global demand for freshwater is expected to
exceed supply by 2030. Solving the planet’s
freshwater problem is a shared challenge and
everyone has a role to play. It will require action
by water users as well as water suppliers and
policy makers.
Water stewardship offers a roadmap for industry
and agriculture – in fact all non‑domestic water
users – to play their part. It also offers recognition
and reward to help build a business case for action.
From an idea that emerged during Australia’s
Millennium Drought (2001–2008), it has become a
global movement embracing major global brands,
industry, farmers, governments and civil society.
Water stewardship recognises leadership by
industry on water. It rewards collaboration and
offers a holistic set of actions that drive integrated,
catchment specific responses to water challenges.
It engages business, communities and government
to work together to ensure they use water in a way
that is socially, economically, environmentally and
culturally beneficial.
The global Alliance for Water Stewardship (AWS)
defines good water stewardship, provides a
framework for achieving it (the AWS Standard),
a verification system for testing compliance
and a brand for recognising and rewarding good
water stewards. The AWS Standard takes an
integrated management approach that recognises
the important relationships between water and

biodiversity, land and people. It addresses how
much water is used, where it comes from and
impacts on water quality. It focuses and prioritises
actions an industrial, commercial or agricultural site
using water can take to address issues of water
scarcity, quality, ecosystem health, cultural water
and social equity. Importantly, it provides a space for
trust and conversations between stakeholders with
a range of interests in water.
AWS International CEO Adrian Sym said,
“Water stewardship understands that water is best
managed by those who use it. It also recognises
the need to have a sound understanding of the
condition of the resource and how this impacts on
different users and their priorities. It achieves this
primarily through the transparent multi‑stakeholder
processes through which it [the system] was
developed and is maintained. Water stewardship
is about making sure that everybody who is
dependent upon water in a catchment is able
to meet their needs and work together for a
sustainable future built on trust, understanding and
a common vision.”
Water stewardship seeks to achieve four
outcomes: sustainable water balance, good water
quality, healthy important water related areas
(ecosystems and cultural sites), and good water
governance. The water stewardship system
can be applied by any water using site, large or
small, in any catchment in the world. It is a tool
for managing water risks and for collaboration
between business, government and community.

Children in Kaleke drinking from a well built by a Nestlé clean water partnership (Photo: Nestlé).
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The

Evolution
of Water

Stewardship

Australia’s wide brown land was bone dry by 2006 as the
Millennium Drought, the worst in recorded history, was driving
farmers from their lands, driving towering dust storms to envelope
capital city skyscrapers and emptying water catchments. Ways of
life were under threat amidst an unprecedented focus on water
from the corridors of power to the streets of suburbia.

Major river systems were drying up, 10,636 families
gave up farming between 2001 and 2006,
according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Rice farmers fared the worst, with production
slashed to just two percent of pre-drought
totals. The bush, and its wildlife, also suffered.
Radical plans were called for to ‘drought-proof’ the
nation, desalination plants were commissioned to
augment supply in the capital cities of Melbourne,
Perth, Sydney, Adelaide and Brisbane, and new
ways of using, treating and conserving water
were demanded.
In July 2006, the citizens of Toowoomba in
Queensland held fiery debates over a new
wastewater recycling plant, supported by the state
government and local council, but opponents
– under the banner of Citizens Against Drinking
Sewage – prevailed in a referendum and the project
was abandoned.
Michael Spencer had just returned to his Melbourne
home after working with the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) in Bonn, Germany, to find water was
the topic on everyone’s lips. Kevin O’Grady from
Timbercorp, who was on the FSC Australia Board
at the time, said that they were getting a lot of
community hostility about water use and raised
the idea of an FSC for water, a multi-stakeholderendorsed-standard for good water use.
“I heard similar expressions of interest from the
finance industry”, said Spencer. “Emma Herd,
who was doing sustainability for Westpac, told me
they had risk exposure to water users at the
time but few tools such as FSC to evaluate and
understand that risk. Water use was under intense
scrutiny. Business – by that I mean industry,
agriculture, commercial and recreational water
users – had no way of independently verifying that
they were responsible water users.”
Spencer approached Matthew Wenban-Smith,
who had been Head of Policy and Standards
at FSC when the pair worked together in Bonn.
He began initial work on a standard for assessing
good water stewardship. The pair also connected
with branding strategist Angus Kinnaird, who had
been developing the idea of a water labelling
system. When the trio approached Ken Matthews,
Australia’s most influential water bureaucrat
as Chair of the National Water Commission,
he remarked that a fortnight earlier another
individual had pitched him a remarkably similar
concept – so Sam Ponder joined the group,
focusing on verification issues.

Cracked river bed in South Australia, Jan 2009 (Photo: Kwest / Adobe Stock).

In November 2006, a small stakeholder meeting
was held at the Futurebrand office in Melbourne’s
CBD to discuss the water stewardship concept.
It included corporate representatives from
Fosters, Coles, Westpac and Timbercorp,
Landcare Australia, farmer Robert Belcher and
academic Ronnie Harding as well as the water
stewardship team. The group welcomed the idea
and wanted to expand its scope. “Fosters made the
point that it should be as relevant for Tesco in the UK
as Coles in Australia. They said we see ourselves as
a global company, the system has to be globally
consistent to be relevant for us,” said Spencer.
A call went out under the banner of the Water
Stewardship Concept with the aim of driving
more sustainable water consumption in Australia
and, ultimately, the world. The concept was for
stakeholders to agree on a standard, for water‑ using
sites to be verified against that standard and for
verified sites to be rewarded with recognition
through a strong branding system. All overseen by a
multi‑stakeholder governance system.
More than 80 people turned up for the next
stakeholder workshop in April 2007, including many
corporate heavy hitters. “Everyone was interested in
the concept. Everyone wanted it in place yesterday,”
said Spencer. Keynote speaker Ken Matthews
backed the water stewardship approach. He praised
its capacity to develop a truly national approach,
harness market incentives, engage the private
sector, provide a more holistic
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solution and forge a consensus about what good
water management actually means.
“The time was ripe for a water stewardship
initiative. There was a lot of energy in the room.
There were all sorts of reasons why that was a
critical starting point – having, for the first time,
a national approach, an ambitious large-scale,
landscape approach,” Matthews said.
“The pressures of the drought were very real and
the community was seeing water for the precious
resource it is. The community’s confidence that
water would always be there was shaken and
people were demanding it be better managed.
The pressure was on. Sadly the pressure has come
off a bit since the drought ended. Crises do have
their advantages, they can force attention to an
issue that was overdue.”

The pressures of the drought
were very real and the
community was seeing water
for the precious resource it is.
Ken Matthews

Kate Vinot was General Manager of Corporate
Strategy for South East Water in 2006, one of
Melbourne’s three water retailers struggling with
the imposition of Stage 3a water restrictions –
banning watering of lawns and washing cars
– having to threaten to fine customers for using
its product. The government was demanding
she publicly disclose the names of the top
20 water users.
“What could we do to assist these major
customers with their technical and reputational
water risks? It seemed to me that the Water
Stewardship Concept provided us with part of the

Kate Vinot, interim CEO of Water Stewardship Australia
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solution for that: It not only provided them with
ways to reduce their water consumption through
deep analysis, it allowed them to demonstrate to
the community that it was doing its bit for both
consumption and discharge quality,” said Vinot.
South East Water agreed to help fund the first
Water Stewardship Forum, and Vinot went on
to become the organisation’s inaugural Chair.
She praises Spencer’s capacity to help garner
support for water stewardship in Australia and
knit together Australia’s approach with emerging
initiatives in Europe and America.

Going Global
Internationally, a series of water crises were
focusing attention on water management. In
July 2007, United Nations then Secretary-General
Kofi Annan launched the CEO water mandate with
the aim to engage CEOs of leading companies
in committing to developing solutions to the
growing water crisis. Some of the most influential
conservation organisations had begun to shine
a spotlight on water and industry – the Pacific
Institute in partnership with BSR had been working
on business water risk and response since 2004
while the The Nature Conservancy (TNC) had
convened a roundtable on freshwater ecosystem
certification in 2006.
“Matthew Wenban-Smith was based in the UK and
active in ISEAL, the recognised body for international
sustainability standards, and had been talking about
water with Jason Morrison at the Pacific Institute
who were also working with the UN on the CEO
water mandate. Sasha Courville at ISEAL alerted us
that The Nature Conservancy had spoken to them
about a water certification system for the Great
Lakes in the US,” said Spencer.
The three organisations met in Virginia –
Spencer, Wenban-Smith and Kinnaird from Water
Stewardship Australia, Morrison from Pacific
Institute and Karin Krchnak, Brian Richter and
Jonathan Kaledin from TNC. “We decided to join
forces on a handshake,” said Spencer. “In 2007,
we found ourselves in the bowels of the UN
speaking to the newly formed CEO Water Mandate
group saying the world has a problem with
water and business needs to engage. That was
the beginnings of the international Alliance for
Water Stewardship.”
The founding group was soon joined by others
that included the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) who

Lake Naivasha, Kenya (Photo: WWF)

received funding to develop a water roundtable,
a precursor to developing a water standard; the
European Water Partnership who engaged Dr Sabine
von Wirén-Lehr to work on water stewardship; Water
Witness International whose CEO, Nick Hepworth,
had been working on a water stewardship approach
for his work in Africa; Matt Reis, Chief Technical
Manager at the US‑based Water Environment
Federation; and Marcus Norton (subsequently Cate
Lamb) from CDP Water. Alexis Morgan, the water
stewardship lead of the WWF, talks of a co-evolution,
from the realisation that existing systems of water
management were not working. “Water Stewardship
Australia was critical in the evolution of the AWS,
in framing the thinking and logic that came into the
AWS standard,” Morgan said.
After officially being launched at a reception in
Oakland, California in May 2008, the AWS adopted
the mission of promoting water stewardship:
the use of freshwater that is socially beneficial,
environmentally responsible and economically
sustainable. It pledged to develop a global
water stewardship program, centred around
the development of an International Water
Stewardship Standard. AWS CEO Adrian Sym
credits Australia with developing the idea of
“a voluntary, multi‑stakeholder, standards-based
approach to water management” and beginning the
development of a standard.

First Water
Stewardship Standard
In Australia, in 2009, Jason Alexandra at the
Murray‑Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) provided
some funds that allowed for the development of the
world’s first water stewardship standard as part of a
trial project with the Cotton Communities Cooperative
Research Centre. Building on earlier work,

Alexandra was interested in how water stewardship
could encourage adoption of best management
practices (BMPs). A desktop trial explored the
potential of the new standard and also benchmarked
the new standard against the cotton industry’s BMPs.
Poultry processor Inghams Enterprises – one of
South East Water’s high water users subjected to
intensive public scrutiny because of its water use
amidst the drought – began trialling the standard
in its Somerville plant in Victoria’s Western Port
region. It would be the first of two trials by Ingham’s
at the site.
But as global momentum gathered, it faltered back
in Australia “By 2009 two things had changed.
The drought broke and the Global Financial Crisis
had hit. It was a double whammy, water was less
of a priority and money for developing the system
wasn’t available,” said Spencer.
The first international trial took place in Kenya’s Lake
Naivasha, where questions had been raised in the UK
media about the impact Marks & Spencer horticulture
suppliers were having on water levels and quality.
The Australian standard and a subsequent European
standard were tested in a way that allowed M&S to
identify water risks and opportunities. The trial was
successful for all parties.
From there the international program began to
take shape. We established regional initiatives in
Australasia, led by Water Stewardship Australia,
and in Europe by the European Water Partnership,
while TNC supported regional initiatives in North
and Latin America,” said Sym. AWS embarked on
an exhaustive, consultative process to design the
international standard, through the International
Standard Development Committee – a group
of fifteen people drawn from civil society,
public sector and business across the globe with,
initially, WWF’s Andy Murphy and subsequently
Alexis Morgan and Nicole Tanner providing the
secretariat to the Committee.
The Evolution of Water Stewardship: An Australian Perspective
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The Committee’s interests ranged from local water
quality to big corporate policy makers: from Nestle,
the biggest food and beverage company in the
world, to local Lebanese NGO who opposed big
business, but a common vision allowed them
to come together as a problem‑solving unit.
This collective approach of mutual understanding
remains one of water stewardship’s main
strengths. It demonstrates that diverse needs
can be reconciled to protect the resource and
economic growth.
AWS sought to engage the First Peoples of
Australia in the development of the Standard.
Brad Moggridge, AWS Asia-Pacific Adviser on First
Peoples Water, said there was already a connection
between the values of water stewardship and
Australian First Peoples’ values. “We respect
water from start to finish, it’s the essence of life,
we have to make sure we leave it to the next
generation. What you do in your country will impact
downstream, it’s all linked.” Their input saw the
developing standard embrace the cultural value of
water and introduce a requirement for stewards
to engage with relevant indigenous communities.
Moggridge thinks it sends a good message,
although it could be strengthened and more done
to ensure indigenous access to water and country.

collaborative way with other compliance systems
to avoid duplication and unnecessary costs.
For industry, Spencer said the trial demonstrated
“that water stewardship could be a tool for meeting
the growing requirements of companies anxious
to establish that natural resources, including water,
are used responsibly in their supply chain”.
The Australian trial results fed directly into the draft
AWS International Standard, and the next year
saw Marks & Spencer extend their engagement
with water stewardship from the trial in Kenya to
South Africa’s Western Cape, an area identified as
having high water risks. Along with South Africa’s
Woolworths Limited, AWS and WWF, they used the
fledgling Standard to develop water stewardship
plans for the region’s farms. “The assumption
was that water scarcity was due to fertilizer
overuse by commercial farmers. From applying
the standard, we found the real cause of water
scarcity was invasive species – thirsty plants –
and the water quality problems were caused by
informal settlements of seasonal farm laborers,
all their sewage was ending up in the catchment,”
said Sym.
WWF’s Alexis Morgan said the exercise resulted
in better sewage treatment and extensive training
of growers in the region. “It definitely followed the
aims and intents of stewardship, what was a little
disappointing is Marks & Spencer and Woolworths
didn’t work with the growers to embed certification.
That was a good learning lesson for us.”

The New Standard
Brad Moggridge, AWS Asia-Pacific Adviser
on First Peoples Water (Photo: ACU)

A full trial of the Australian standard with Tatura
Milk, Murray Dairy and the Goulburn Broken
Catchment Management Authority in 2012
evaluated the water use of a milk factory and its
280 farmer suppliers. The trial demonstrated the
importance of water stewardship working in a

We respect water from start to
finish, it’s the essence of life, we
have to make sure we leave it to
the next generation.
Brad Moggridge
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After three years of testing and consultation,
the AWS International Water Stewardship Standard
was formally launched in Lima, Peru, at a meeting of
the UN CEO Water Mandate in April 2014. It outlined
a six-step framework requiring sites to commit
to, understand, plan, implement, evaluate and
communicate water stewardship actions.
The Standard is designed for flexibility, able to
be implemented by any site, in any sector, in any
catchment around the world and encouraged an
inclusive, collaborative approach. Four outcomes
are sought; sustainable water balance, good water
quality, healthy ecosystems and good water
governance. There is a credible verification
process, with independent auditors assessing
performance against 30 core criteria.

AWS Chair Michael Spencer at the launch of the H2O Conference on Rivers and Development in Hangzhou (Zhejiang Province) in 2017

One of the companies that supported AWS on
the draft Standard was Ecolab, which provides
water, hygiene and energy technologies and
services across 170 countries. Water is crucial
to its business, and, following release of the
Standard, it immediately began work to ensure
its new plant in Taicang, China, its largest in Asia,
was compliant. Ecolab used the standard to
create a systematic approach to water reduction
initiatives while driving collective action with
other water users and authorities throughout the
catchment, in the Yangtze River Delta. Water risks,
opportunities and shared challenges were
identified, along with a water stewardship plan
to address them. Tap water consumption was
significantly reduced, wastewater production was
cut and its quality improved, with annual cost
savings of about AU$200,000. In September 2015,
it became the first facility in the world to achieve
AWS certification.

Into the Region
Progress in China through collaboration between
AWS Asia-Pacific, WWF China and the Jiangsu
Engineering Consulting Company encouraged the
Australian Government to support the promotion
of water stewardship in the region. Initially through
the Australian aid program and subsequently
through the Australian Water Partnership (AWP)
– established by the Australian Government in
2015 to enable easier access to Australian water
experience and expertise to assist countries in the
region in enhancing their sustainable management
of water.

The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade’s
Russell Rollason says water stewardship can
promote sustainable development in the region.
“Australia has increasingly found itself at the
forefront of water issues internationally because it
has experienced crises and conducted widespread
reforms. Other countries facing water crises
of their own are interested in Australia’s water
experience. Water stewardship engages people at
the local level in water management, engages the
private sector, responds to a growing consumer
interest in sustainability and addresses pollution.”
Rollason said.
Australia’s key international strategy
document, the 2017 Foreign Policy White
Paper, endorsed United Nations estimates that
if practices are not changed, demand for water
will outstrip supply by over 40 percent by 2030.
The White Paper states “Australia is a leader in
water management. We will share our water
management expertise to enhance agricultural
productivity, improve health outcomes, strengthen
economies and reduce poverty”. Rollason said
Australian companies are also realising that water is
a significant development issue and business risk in
Asia. “Large parts of the region face growing water
stress due to scarcity, pollution and weak water
governance. Establishing good water stewardship
is fundamental to sustainable business and
economic growth.”
In China, the lessons of Ecolab’s stewardship
included the effectiveness of reaching out to other
facilities in the industrial park where it was located.
With support from the AWP, AWS began focusing
on these industrial clusters where most major
industries are located, as well as the supply chains
of major international and Australian brands.
The Evolution of Water Stewardship: An Australian Perspective
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Adopters
Back in Australia, the destruction of most of
Ingham’s Somerville plant in a fire had created
an opportunity for its water stewardship plan.
The 2012 rebuild included an advanced water
treatment and recycling plant which cut the
factory’s mains water use by 70 percent.
Trade waste was cut by three quarters and
rehabilitation work began on the streams passing
through the plant, which fed into the Western Port
Marine National Park. In 2015, the Somerville
site was awarded the world’s first gold level
certification for water stewardship. In 2017,
Inghams achieved water stewardship certification
for its New Zealand plant and is working on
obtaining water stewardship certificates for its
five primary producing sites in Australia and
New Zealand.

Inghams Somerville Plant (Photo: Inghams)

The benefits of water stewardship have stretched
past the Somerville site’s boundaries with
Inghams joining the Western Port Biosphere and
AWS Asia-Pacific to initiate the Western Port
Water Stewardship Project to protect the fragile,
internationally recognised Western Port region.
The project aims to bring together all the main
water users across the catchment to protect
and improve water quality. “What happened with
Inghams is a model in how you can build out from
a major corporation with engagement in water
stewardship. Inghams are the biggest employer on
the Peninsula, they engaged with government and
other stakeholders, and they reached out to others
around their site,” said Spencer.
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In 2018, another precedent was set, with the
Renmark Irrigation Trust in South Australia
becoming the world’s first agricultural irrigation
scheme to be awarded gold level certification for
water stewardship, paving the way for other groups
of irrigators and farmers.
In the Indo-Pacific region, water stewardship
continues to spread. In China, where AWS is
working with four industrial parks, the Kunshan
municipal government offered incentive payments
for companies who are certified under the
standard. A leading microelectronics company has
made AWS water stewardship a “pillar” of its Clean
Water Strategy and wants to engage more than
1500 supplier companies in water stewardship,
and others are expected to follow. Between them,
the Australian Fashion Council and major fashion
brands including Cotton On Group, Pacific Brands,
Country Road and David Jones have undertaken
35 water risk studies of their supply chains,
primarily in China and Bangladesh. Nestlé Waters
has committed to AWS certification for 85 water
plants in 34 countries by 2025. AWS Asia Pacific
provided training support to Nestlé’s regional and
country staff, and encouraged them to engage
neighbouring companies in water stewardship.
Across the globe, uptake is accelerating with now
more than 70 registered sites using the AWS
Water Stewardship Standard, including some of
the world’s largest companies such as Nestle,
Coca Cola, Olam, Ecolab and Diageo, the leading
international alcoholic beverage manufacturer.
Diageo’s Head of Environment, Michael Alexander,
says much of the credit for this global movement
rests with Australia. “Australia has led the way,
you are probably a decade ahead of the rest of the
world in management of water.”
Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull
joined another 10 heads of government on
the United Nations High-Level Panel on Water,
which concluded in March 2018. Its outcomes
report encouraged all stakeholders to find
“creative and collaborative solutions to better
manage and value water”. It called on all users to
value water, and “embrace water stewardship”.
It is significant recognition from the highest level
that water stewardship has a role to play in the
world’s growing water problem. “The pressure
on the world’s water resources is going to
increase with population growth, urbanisation and
industrialisation. We can’t solve the problem,
but we can put people on a path where everyone
is working together to address the problem,”
said Spencer.

The AWS

Business Case

Photo: photostriker / Adobe Stock

Water stewardship is more than just doing the right
thing – there is a compelling business case for
sustainable water management. Global businesses
take the link between sustainability and financial
performance seriously and are acting on it.
Companies including Nestle, Olam, Ecolab,
Diageo, Woolworths Limited (South Africa)
and Marks & Spencer are incorporating water
stewardship in their supply chains to manage risk,
improve practices and enhance reputation.
“At Marks & Spencer we have put Plan A –
our ethical and sustainability program – right
at the heart of our business. It makes perfect
business sense as well as being the right thing to
do,” said Chairman Robert Swannell. The United
Nations CEO Water Mandate puts it simply:
“Water stewardship is good for the planet,
good for people and good for business. In addition
to managing risk, corporate water stewardship
can reduce costs, help seize new business
opportunities and boost productivity.”
The AWS Standard provides legitimacy and
credibility to a company’s water sustainability
practices, being an independent, verifiable process.
Chris Brown, the Vice President of Corporate
Responsibility & Sustainability at Olam,
said “implementing the Standard has provided real
benefits in terms of allowing us to understand the
risks we face in our business.”
The Australian Government is promoting water
stewardship in the region through the Australian
Water Partnership. Russell Rollason said that
Australian companies were realising that water is

a significant development issue and business risk
in Asia. “Large parts of the region face growing
water stress due to scarcity, pollution and weak
water governance. Establishing good water
stewardship is fundamental to sustainable
business and economic growth, as well as healthy
and prosperous communities.”
Most organisations
Water stewardship
value legitimacy
offers a cost-effective,
(reputation and a social
demand-driven,
license to operate),
policy initiative for
risk management (both
dealing with scarcity,
physical risk and the risk
of regulatory control)
pollution and
and the bottom line
ecosystem health.
(increased efficiency)
Michael Spencer
– all can be enhanced
by water stewardship.
Different businesses will have differing motivations:
businesses with large brand exposure are more
likely to be motivated by legitimacy whereas
smaller companies will require a more transactional
business case such as lower total water costs,
financial incentives or access to markets.
Opportunities are also emerging around the shared
public-private benefits of good water stewardship,
that recognise better management of natural
capital, lower infrastructure costs and financial
incentives for private uptake of water stewardship.
“Water stewardship offers a cost-effective,
demand-driven, policy initiative for dealing with
scarcity, pollution and ecosystem health,” said AWS
Asia-Pacific CEO Michael Spencer.
The Evolution of Water Stewardship: An Australian Perspective
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AWS
Standard

The

The Alliance for Water Stewardship (AWS) International Water Stewardship
Standard provides a roadmap to sustainable water management. It offers
a process to evaluate water use, recognise risks, drive best practice and
integrate a water user’s needs with those of the surrounding catchment.
It engages the private sector and encourages collaboration with communities
to protect water resources. Flexible and global, it aims for continuous
improvement. The Standard aims to drive, recognise and reward good water
stewardship performance.

Development of a Standard for good water
management by water-using sites was instigated
by AWS Asia-Pacific, in a pilot project funded by the
Murray-Darling Basin Authority that developed the
world’s first standard in 2009.
Water Stewardship Australia (the predecessor
of AWS Asia-Pacific) had joined forces with
The Nature Conservancy and the Pacific Institute.
Followed by others, including the World Wildlife
Fund, CDP Water, Water Witness, United Nations
Environment Programme, Water Environment
Federation, International Water Management
Institute, and the European Water Partnership.
They operated under the banner of the AWS,
co-chaired initially by Australia and The Nature
Conservancy. After an extensive, global,
multi‑stakeholder consultative process, the AWS
Standard was launched in Peru in April 2014.
The Standard sets out requirements for good
water stewardship, defined as “the use of
water that is socially equitable, environmentally
sustainable and economically beneficial,
achieved through a stakeholder-inclusive process

11
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that involves site and catchment based actions.”
It measures water stewardship performance in
terms of water balance, water quality, important
water‑related areas and water governance – at a
site and catchment level – that can be verified by
independent auditors.
The AWS Standard is the only freshwater
management standard that meets the stringent
codes of practice laid down by ISEAL, the global
alliance for credible sustainability standards.
The Standard is able to be implemented by any
site, in any sector, in any catchment around the
world. It encourages collaborative approaches,
and continual improvement in water management.
Water stewards can mitigate their water risks
and address shared water challenges in their
catchment through the Standard’s framework
guides sites to; commit to, understand, plan,
implement, evaluate and communicate water
stewardship actions.

Becoming a
Water Steward
Any organisation can use the Standard as a water
management framework for their site to identify
risks, challenges and opportunities to improve
water management. The site-level focus keeps
efforts manageable and allows for impacts to
be traced back to actions. The Standard requires
water stewards to:
1. Understand key water-related data for the site
and the surrounding catchment, identify key
stakeholders in the catchment, and understand
risks, shared water issues and opportunities.
2. Develop and commit to a site water
stewardship plan, prioritising targets,
with actions and responsibilities for improved
water management and outcomes.

The water stewardship system is designed for
commercial and industrial water users whether
they be in agriculture, processing industries,
commercial businesses or institutional water
users. Smaller operators in the same catchment
my also join the stewardship system as a group.
Organisations can register as users of the Standard
without going through the formal process of
verification and certification. To be certified
as a water steward, approved auditors must
assess and verify a site’s water stewardship plan
and performance.
Certification recognises increasing levels of
performance in water stewardship, with Core,
Gold and Platinum levels.
The AWS Standard can be downloaded at
http://a4ws.org/our-work/aws-system/the-awsstandard/.

3. Implement the plan to maintain good
practices or improve practices that impact site
water quality, water balance, environments,
cultural sites and governance.
4. Evaluate the site’s water stewardship
performance and revise the plan if necessary.
5. Communicate performance to stakeholders.

The Evolution of Water Stewardship: An Australian Perspective
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Australian

Water Stewardship
Stories

Connecting to Community
A decade ago major water users, such as Inghams
Enterprises, were feeling the heat of public criticism
as the Millennium Drought impacted the country.
Inghams was listed in the top ten water users in
each city it operated, named on the front pages of
newspapers in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane.
“The media message was that Inghams was using
too much water and that’s why you can’t wash
your car,” said Julia Seddon, General Manager of
Corporate Affairs at Inghams. “We had to defend
our use of water to our customers, supermarkets,
fast food restaurants, water utilities and regulators.
Without any context of why Inghams used so much
water, the authorities started to demand significant
reductions in usage. “We needed another way to
explain water use. Water stewardship is thinking
about ways to manage water more effectively and
we needed to communicate that to regulators,
and the community,” said Seddon.
Inghams was planning to boost production in
Queensland to meet increasing consumer demand
for fresh chicken, but water scarcity threatened
those plans. Brisbane Water advised there may not
be enough water to supply a new processing plant
and that increasing environmental constraints on
Moreton Bay would require substantial additional
investment in water treatment. Inghams had been
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involved in early meetings of what would become
Water Stewardship Australia – a founding partner
of the global Alliance for Water Stewardship –
and believed there was an opportunity to look at
water management differently. They invested in
an advanced water treatment plant, subsequently
reducing water use while doubling production and
cutting waste. The Brisbane plant, built in 2008,
is still regarded as an example of world-class
water management.

We had to defend
When a pilot project was
our use of water
needed to test the first
iteration of the Water
to our customers,
Stewardship Standard,
supermarkets,
Inghams offered to
fast food
use its Victorian plant
restaurants,
in Somerville on the
water utilities
ecologically-sensitive
and regulators.
Mornington Peninsula.
A fire at the plant
Julia Seddon
created an opportunity
– an advanced water
treatment plant was included in the rebuild, cutting
the plant’s mains water use by 70 percent, while
trade waste fell by nearly three quarters. The pilot
encouraged the company to look outside its
operational boundary, identify water stakeholders

and work with them to implement catchment
solutions. This is how the Western Port Biosphere
Water Stewardship Project was born.
“Water Stewardship provides a framework
for collaboration with your neighbours to find
solutions. It’s built a much stronger relationship
with the local community,” Seddon said. In 2015,
the Somerville site was awarded the world’s first
gold level AWS certification for water stewardship,
and Inghams is working on obtaining water
stewardship certificates for all of its five primary
producing sites in Australia and New Zealand.
Juliet Le Feuvre, Healthy Rivers campaigner
at Environment Victoria, said that Ingham’s
partnership with the Western Port Biosphere
and its championing of water stewardship had
had a major impact on its reputation, and was
instrumental in the dramatic improvement in the
surrounding environment: “Water stewardship has
provided a way for people like us and Inghams
to get together. It’s a way to connect business,
sustainability and improvement on the ground
across a catchment.” Seddon adds that the
collaboration has benefitted all sides: “We are now
recognised for water stewardship. Investors and
government ask us about it, they see we’ve got
a strong approach to water. A decade ago the
perception was the opposite.”

Photo: FiledIMAGE / Adobe Stock

Water stewardship has
provided a way for people
like us and Inghams to get
together. It’s a way to connect
business, sustainability and
improvement on the ground
across a catchment.
Juliet Le Feuvre

Inghams Somerville Plant (Photo: Inghams)
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An Organic Approach
Wayne Shields is a fifth-generation market gardener.
His family have owned their farm in Baxter on the
Mornington Peninsula for over 40 years and he
has transformed it into an award‑winning organic
operation, but Wayne credits water stewardship
with teaching him some new tricks: “It’s a good
best practice system to simply manage things.
As a farmer, it’s a no brainer. It’s not hard, there is not
a lot of cost to it, it’s just a better way to do things.”

I learnt about
The farm received assistance
storing water
to develop a formal water
the right way...
stewardship site plan,
but Shields said the biggest
Every property
benefit came from a stroll
I develop
across the property with
now will do it
project officer Lance Lloyd:
that way.
“I got so much from walking
around that first morning with
Wayne Shields
Lance explaining things. I got
knowledge out of it. Once you
have that you apply it, it’s common sense.
Water stewardship showed him the best size and
shape for his property dam. “I learnt about storing
water the right way to get the sediment to drop and
filter it. Every property I develop now will do it that
way,” said Shields. The farm captures rain water
and recycles potable water to use for drip irrigation.
Indigenous plants are being used to revegetate along
a creek line across the property to prevent erosion.

Produce from Peninsula Fresh Organics

Peninsula Fresh Organics specialise in heirloom
vegetables, supplying their produce from the farm
gate to farmers’ markets and through to some
larger chains. As an organic operation, it had
a strong interest in sustainability before being
encouraged to adopt water stewardship.
Stewardship was introduced to the Peninsula
by one of its pioneers, Inghams Enterprises.
Inghams and AWS joined the Western Port
Biosphere – formed to protect the fragile,
internationally recognised Western Port
environment – to initiate the Western Port Water
Stewardship Project. To that point, certified water
stewards had been primarily large-scale water
users, but this project began reaching out to
smaller users across multiple small catchments.
Peninsula Fresh Organics was already committed
to being ‘clean and green’ and had a focus on water
management. It needed to retain water for its crops
but also to prevent any sediment leaving the site –
wanting to use it to replenish the fields. “The best
thing I can do is stop sediment and water leaving
my property, that works for me,” said Shields.
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These initiatives have helped gain recognition,
including from the Australian Certified Organic Audit,
for its environmental benefits as well as from the
vegetable growing peak body, AUSVEG. Shields
believes that regulators and other businesses are
becoming increasingly concerned with sustainability,
and wants to share the program’s benefits with the
vegetable industry: “With government, we reference
water stewardship in any grant applications we
have, we reference it with proposals to bigger
organisations like Woolworths. We did a lot of
good things with it, I understand things a lot more
because of it. It’s real and tangible and I will be
talking to other people about it.”

Wayne Shields on the Peninsula Fresh Organics farm

Vineyards in Renmark, South Australia (Photo: Caren Martin)

Renmark Goes Gold
As a town built on water, it’s fitting that Renmark –
Australia’s first irrigation settlement – has become
the world’s first agricultural site, and the first
irrigation scheme, to be awarded gold level
certification for water stewardship.
Renmark Irrigation Trust’s certification paves the
way for other groups of irrigators and farmers
to participate in water stewardship programs.
Australia’s Assistant Federal Minister for Agriculture
and Water Anne Ruston said the certification
was “a great opportunity for other regions and
irrigation network operators to follow the lead of
the Renmark Irrigation Trust and empower them
to meet the requirements of the Alliance for Water
Stewardship International Standard.”
Its location at the end of the Murray-Darling
Basin, and its dependence on water for
survival, has ensured an ongoing focus on
water sustainability at Renmark. Two brothers
from California, George and William Chaffey,
transformed arid Murray River plains into a
flourishing irrigation district in 1887 with the aid of
massive steam-driven pumps. The Chaffeys had
successfully founded several irrigation colonies
in California when Victorian parliamentarian and
future Prime Minister Alfred Deakin invited them to
set up similar schemes along the Murray River.
The Renmark Irrigation Trust (RIT) was created
in 1893 by the South Australian parliament,
becoming the area’s first Local Government
Authority to oversee the water rights that an influx
of farmers had agreed to with the Chaffey Brothers.
RIT now serves over 600 irrigators covering more
than 4500 hectares throughout the district through
approximately 140km of pipeline.
Accepting the gold certification, RIT Chair Peter
Duggin stated the story of the award started
11 years ago, in the midst of the State’s worst

drought: “Every grower in the Riverland was hurting.
There simply was not enough water available to keep
our businesses and families alive, kids were going to
school without breakfast. That Millennium Drought,
it forced us to review the sustainability and viability of
the Renmark Irrigation Trust. We had to lift our game.”
A plan was born for the
RIT now
RIT “to be recognised
serves over
as Australia’s leading
600 irrigators
water resources
manager underpinning
covering
the economic,
more than
environmental and
4500 hectares
social sustainability
throughout
of the Renmark
the district.
community”.
That community is now
thriving, while Renmark has returned more than
10 billion litres of water to the Commonwealth’s
environmental watering scheme and have a
partnership with the scheme to deliver their water
via its irrigation system for floodplain rehabilitation.
The trust has been consistently compliant with
water licenses and operates at 98 percent delivery
efficiency – well above the Australian average.
“The culmination of all these decisions along with
the willingness to explore water stewardship have
led us to where we are today, and the given us the
recognition we’re now receiving,” said Duggin.
Minister Ruston said the certification represented
a significant step toward a ten-year mission for
the Trust to be recognised as Australia’s leading
water resource manager. It demonstrated the
significant potential for future collaborative water
management in the Murray-Darling and beyond.
Ruston said that “importantly it also demonstrates
the success of the Commonwealth and States
working in partnership with the private sector to
improve water management at the local level.”
The Evolution of Water Stewardship: An Australian Perspective
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Water Stewardship
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Stories

A Sustainable Fashion Revolution
There’s a revolution going on in the world of
fashion. Its genesis was born from tragedy
– the horrific collapse of the Rana Plaza in
Bangladesh in 2013, where 1,134 garment
factory workers perished. Television beamed
pictures of survivors in the rubble holding up
labels of some of the world’s, and Australia’s,
most well‑known brands.
How the clothes we buy are produced, and the
impacts on workers and the environment became
a critical issue. Ethical fashion became the
new buzzword.
“Rana Plaza really made it very real and very
urgent,” said David Giles-Kaye, CEO of the
Australian Fashion Council. “There were efforts to
bring in new safety protocols, global brands were
asked to sign up to new accords, it really got the
whole industry globally engaged in ethical issues.
Ethics and sustainability are so intertwined, it’s part
of the same strategy.”
And in fashion, water is the critical sustainability
issue: “We are one of the biggest users and
polluters of water in the world – textile processing
is responsible for 20 percent of the water pollution
in Asia. Around 3000 litres of water go into making
a t-shirt, and up to 8000 litres for a pair of jeans,”
said Giles-Kaye.
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Social media has served to ramp up the pressure
on fashion labels, as have documentaries like
River Blue which details the destructive pollution
impact of the industry on the world’s river systems.
Major brands like Cotton On, David Jones,
Country Road and Hanes Brands have joined with
the Australian Fashion Council and the Alliance
for Water Stewardship
to tackle water and
Ethics and
sustainability issues.
sustainability are
Solutions are complex,
so intertwined,
with large labels using
it’s part of the
hundreds of factories to
same strategy.
manufacture, with each
often sourcing their
David Giles-Kaye
own fabric.
Water stewardship needs to reach into a myriad
of sites through supply chains in China, India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh. “Companies are trying
to step back further and further through the tiers of
their supply chains,” said Giles-Kaye. “It’s relatively
easy to go to a manufacturer who makes the
clothes, that’s where the labour issues are. The next
tier back, textile manufacture, is where most of the
water issues are. It’s hard and hidden, but it’s getting
uncovered. The large companies like Hanes and
Cotton On are cracking through that because they
have power in that supply chain. Some companies

have the resources to do it properly, others lean
more on the Alliance for Water Stewardship.”
AWS Chair Michael Spencer said AWS Asia-Pacific
had undertaken 36 risk studies of wet processing
plants for these companies and are finalising a
longer-term strategic approach for Australian
brands to improve water management in their
supply chain, primarily in China and Bangladesh:
“We look at catchment-based risk, survey company
risk and develop a risk profile of the supply
chain for the brand. All 36 plants surveyed
required attention.”
AWS China-based Regional Manager Zhenzhen
Xu said the initial focus was on helping brands
understand the water issues in their supply chain,
then rank suppliers according to their catchment
and operation-related risk: “We have completed this
for Hanes (Pacific Brands) and Cotton On. We have
started with Designworks and Bianca Spender and
are in discussion with Country Road Group and
David Jones.”

Spender, a member of Ethical Clothing Australia,
says the next challenge is working with AWS
Asia-Pacific to look at the Chinese companies that
make her silks, addressing how they can improve
their water usage: “Australians are compelled
to be sustainable because we are connected to
the environment. I’m not going to solve it on my
own, but I’m just trying to work with anyone who’s
interested in working with it.”
Giles-Kaye believes the biggest challenge for
fashion brands remains being able to control
their supply chains: “Being able to reach back in
and actually effect change. It also comes back
to consumers, we need to change the mentality
– whether you go for the cheapest, or look for
quality, you need to consider how people and the
environment were treated in the process of getting
that garment to the store.”

AWS have trained Cotton On’s internal auditors
and held briefings for its supplier networks in
Bangladesh and China on water stewardship.
“We are now discussing a long-term road map
for them to mitigate water risk through internal
capacity building, supplier training, compliance
record tracking, and energy and water efficiency.
You need to work with suppliers to improve
performance and strengthen procurement policy to
include water risk indicators,” said Xu.
Although it was predominantly larger brands
working with AWS, some smaller premium brands
were also leading the way. “They tend to have
smaller, tighter supply chains and know their
factories well, people like Bianca Spender integrate
ethics and sustainability in everything they do.
They can have a much more holistic approach,
so some of these smaller and medium companies
are leading the way in terms of ethics and
sustainability,” said Giles-Kaye.

Australians are compelled to
be sustainable because we are
connected to the environment.
I’m not going to solve it on my
own, but I’m just trying to work
with anyone who’s interested in
working with it.

Bianca Spender, model Rae Rodriguez, and Social Outfit board
member Aminata Conteh-Biger (Photo: Justin Ridler for David Jones)

Bianca Spender
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Yangtze River Basin (Photo: WWF/SUN Xiaodong)

Cascading Clean Water
Through China
China’s rapid economic growth has had a major
impact on water quality and exacerbated water
scarcity. Stretches of the country’s largest
river, the Yangtze, have been described by the
river authority as too polluted for human use.
The Yangtze Basin feeds one-third of the Chinese
population, but industrialisation, population growth,
and poorly planned development have caused
serious environmental problems, including shrinking
of lake and wetland areas, water pollution,
soil erosion and the exhaustion of fish stocks.
While the Chinese Government has launched major
national programs to address water pollution and
water scarcity, the Australian-led AWS Asia‑Pacific
– with support from the Australian Water
Partnership and in collaboration with local partners
including WWF China, TEDA EcoCentre and China
Water Risk – is playing a role in building industry
engagement on water.
The profile of water stewardship got a boost in
China when Ecolab’s Taicang plant – providing
commercial water, hygiene and energy
technologies – became the first facility in the world
to achieve AWS certification in 2015. Ecolab had
helped develop and pilot the AWS framework,
creating a systematic approach to water efficiency
and quality, while reaching out to other water
users and authorities in the industrial park
where it was based and its catchment, the water
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The thought that
we can assist
some of the
largest industrial
parks in China
to improve their
water stewardship,
that’s terrific, that’s
a model worth
investing in.

sensitive Tai Lake
Basin in the Yangtze
River Delta. All the
plant’s operations were
reviewed, and baselines
set. Water risks,
opportunities and
shared challenges were
identified, along with
a water stewardship
plan to address them.
Russell Rollason
The Taicang factory
became a global role model and the process of
reaching out to other facilities in its industrial
park demonstrated there was value in engaging
industrial parks. “Industrial parks offer the best
opportunity to make the greatest impact on water
issues in China,” said AWS Chair Michael Spencer.

With a substantial boost in Australian Government
funding, the AWS Asia-Pacific began to focus on
industrial parks and supply chains. “Most single
businesses cannot succeed on their own,”
said AWS Regional Manager Zhenzhen Xu.
“Many companies are located in various forms
of industrial parks or special economic zones in
a cluster, so water security of their surrounding
regions matter. Water stewardship in these
industrial parks can ensure both long-term
business prosperity and regional water security.”

Russell Rollason, who oversees water resource
management for the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade, said water pollution is a big issue in
China, especially in industrial parks, and water
scarcity is driven partly by pollution: “The thought
that we can assist some of the largest industrial
parks in China to improve their water stewardship,
that’s terrific, that’s a model worth investing in.”
The focus has been on two major industrial parks in
Tianjin and Kunshan. The goals of the pilot projects
in industrial parks was to help the Government
design policies to promote water stewardship, but to
also build the capacity at a site level. “We identified
top water users and focused on them with training
centred on AWS standard,” said Xu.
The Tianjin Economic-Technological Development
Area (TEDA), is one of China’s first and largest
national development zones. Tianjin is rolling out
a water stewardship pilot program using the AWS
Standard to set out a roadmap for water users to
understand their own water use, their catchment
and act to reduce water consumption and pollution.
In Kunshan, the AWS-WWF China project began with
12 companies at Qiandeng township – a production
base for circuit boards, electronics and high end
automotive components – then expanded to cover
all the major polluters in Kunshan City, engaging
them in awareness raising and technical training
on water stewardship. “The Government has been
very strict on industrial pollution control in Kunshan
and asks all factories to reduce pollution discharge
in order to improve the water quality of the Wusong
River, especially the intersection when it flows into
Shanghai,” said Xu. “Kunshan has some unique
factors in that both government and global brands
have interest in developing together. There is a

AWS certification training at the Ecolab Taicang Plant

lot of government pressure on manufacturers,
who have different stages of pollution control, some
old, some state of the art. Government tends to be
one‑size‑fits-all.”
In 2018, Kunshan’s municipal government
announced an incentive payment of AU$ 20,000 for
achieving AWS certification. Spencer describes the
move as a “game changer” for water stewardship:
“While governments have supported our work in
the past, this is the first time an incentive has been
offered for certification. The initiative is part of a
package of measures in line with ‘Beautiful China’
initiatives to clean up water and improve industrial
water management. It improves the business case
for water stewardship and we will work to ensure
this lead is taken up by other cities, not just in China
but internationally.”

Ecolab Taicang Plant Manager speaking about AWS certification
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AWS is also engaging with major microelectronics
brands that are committed to improving water
stewardship in their global supply chains.
For example, since 2013, Apple has been
partnering with its suppliers through their Clean
Water Program. Participating suppliers are trained
to reduce their water use, promote water recycling,
ensure high-quality wastewater discharge,
and prevent water pollution. The program also
provides suppliers with tools for identifying
long‑term environmental and financial benefits.
To date, Apple’s program has resulted in cumulative
water savings of more than 50,000 megalitres and
an average reuse rate of 37 percent among the
113 participating factories in China.
Through AWS, brands can benchmark supplier
performance against global best practice and
continue to evolve their programs to a view of
water stewardship that considers the community
and catchment. The AWS approach brings
suppliers to the table for training in how to evaluate
water risks, identify efficiencies and collaborate for
basin quality. Benchmarking and prototyping AWS
certification is underway in 2018.

Kunshan Sponge City
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Xu is hopeful for an ‘overflow effect’, the cascading
influence of water stewardship: “Apple’s suppliers
will also become regional leaders and sector
leaders that will further engage their peers,
neighbours and their own suppliers.” She also sees
the benefits of a cascading system in the work
AWS is conducting with the Better Cotton Initiative,
an industry project to promote the sustainable
growth and use of cotton.
“We are supporting the capacity building of cotton
farmer communities in all major production areas
in China. We are cascading training to a local
level and individual farmers, beginning with large
farms, train the trainer activities – understand your
catchment, ultimately where your water comes
from, your use and discharge and understanding
basic water conditions. The second part is

around their water efficiency and savings, use of
chemicals, fertilizers, pollution, opportunities for
collective action.”
Xu sees the collaborative nature of water
stewardship as crucial to the region: “People still
think government should take responsibility for
sorting out problems, our idea is to get people
involved and encourage proactive participation.”

Diageo: The business of water
For Diageo, water stewardship is a no feel‑good,
philanthropic exercise in corporate social
responsibility. “It’s a hard-hitting business decision,”
said Michael Alexander, Head of Environment.
There’s been a shift for the world’s leading
alcoholic beverage manufacturer to directly align
water conservation with business goals. “It’s not
a philanthropic program, it’s a program enabling
the business to grow responsibly in the long
term,” said Alexander. “There is a clear business
driver: we manufacture in 30 different countries at
150 manufacturing sites, approximately a third are
located in water stressed areas. We are a beverage
company, water constitutes 90 percent of beer,
60 percent of spirits. It’s absolutely fundamental.
We use it to cook, clean, grow our crops, we use water
through every part of our process. It’s absolutely core.”
Water stress is rising in areas like India and Africa,
and intensive modelling by Diageo has demonstrated
that climate change will exacerbate water issues.
“It’s about managing our risk in the short-term and
long-term in relation to climate change, to be better
and more responsible managers of a very precious
resource,” says Alexander, who has since become an
AWS International Board Member.
Diageo has set ambitious targets in its Water
Blueprint, including increasing water use efficiency
by 50 percent by 2020 – its already up 40 percent
– returning all waste water to the environment
safely and replenishing water-stressed areas with
the same amount of water it consumes through
projects such as reforestation, wetland recovery and
improved farming practices. The Blueprint builds on
Diageo’s heritage of promoting sustainable water
stewardship, with initiatives such as the Water of Life
programme, launched in 2007, bringing safe water,
sanitation and hygiene to more than 10 million people
in 21 countries through projects including boreholes,
wells and filtration.
In 2017, Diageo installed a small water treatment
plant with reverse osmosis and ultra-violet filtration
in Nsawam, in the Eastern Region of Ghana,
providing more than 10,000 people with safe
drinking water. “We’ve done an impact assessment
of the 40 projects we had in Ghana over six years
and found they reduced the amount of time
spent fetching water, increased the number of

girls at school, saw a decrease in water borne
diseases and prompted the establishment of micro
enterprises around water,” said Alexander.
Alexander thinks this sort of hard-headed focus on
results is coming more to the fore: “These WASH
(water, sanitation, hygiene) programs originated
as very much a philanthropic ‘Corporate Social
Responsibility’ of millions of people getting access to
clean water, the feel-good factor. In the last couple of
years, we have more of an approach that strategically
supports the business – projects in areas where
we source material – where distilleries are located.
In India, we have recently developed community
water programmes around our production sites,
reducing the amount we use while ensuring safe
drinking water for around 40,000 people. We realised
we had to embed a sustainability approach in our
business, CSR is much more prone to the ups and
downs of available funds.”
Diageo is a member of AWS and has pioneered water
stewardship programs with a focus on water stressed
areas in India and Africa. “You’ve got to collectively
address problems in the water catchment, water
use, water quality, and water scarcity,” said Alexander.
“Water stewardship is about having a common view
of the challenges of managing water use in an area –
local solutions are required for local problems.”

A villager in Ghana using water from a pump installed by Diageo (Photo: Diageo)
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Nestlé water processing plant

Nestlé: Cutting water use to zero
To suggest Nestlé’s processing plants could operate
without consuming water seems ridiculous, but that’s
the target the world’s largest food and beverage
manufacturer has set for some of its factories in
water stressed areas.
It has been achieved at Lagos de Moreno in
Mexico. Under the Cero Agua (Zero Water) project,
the milk used to produce dairy and infant formula
products has water extracted from it, which is
treated to drinkable standard and recycled to
meet all the factory’s water needs. This is a costly
process, says Nestlé’s Technical Director for Water
Resources, Carlo Galli, but worthwhile in areas with
serious water shortages, like Lagos de Moreno.

Our suppliers need water to
produce the agricultural raw
materials, we need it to run
our factories, our consumers
need it to prepare and cook our
products. Without water we
don’t have a business.
Carlo Galli

“We take advantage of the water embedded in the
milk,” said Galli, who was one of 15 members of the
AWS International Standard Development Committee.
“It’s 80 percent of the fresh milk, and we use it instead
of drinking water in the production process so you
don’t need to open the water tap to feed our factory
processes. We can recycle it several times with
different technologies instead of withdrawing it from
an outside supply, thus saving significant volumes of
local water resource. In Lagos de Moreno we save
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1.6 million litres of water per day, about 15 percent of
Nestlé’s entire water use in Mexico.”
Zero water technology is being introduced in
29 Nestlé factories in water stressed areas, but in
other locations the company has realised that
collective action at catchment level would enable
them to deliver more impact.
The need for joint action has seen Nestlé identify
the need for a common language to define water
stewardship and has helped construct this with
the AWS Standard. Nestle has also made a public
commitment to water stewardship, vowing to
improve efficiency and discharged water quality,
engage with agriculture, improve access to water
and sanitation, and advocate to promote the value
of water.
“Our suppliers need water to produce the
agricultural raw materials, we need it to run our
factories, our consumers need it to prepare and
cook our products. Without water we don’t have a
business,” said Galli.
“Given those elements, we have transformed
our water strategy into a more collaborative one,
favouring engagement in collective action at
the catchment level, especially in our agriculture
supply chain. It is only by working together that we
can make local water resources management a
sustainable one. Using the Standard has been an eye
opener. We discovered new opportunity areas for
improvement. It also helped us to establish a more
thorough way to engage with local stakeholders and
disclose our activities transparently.”
In Pakistan, Nestlé wants to reduce its water
consumption by 35 percent by 2020 compared
to 2010, and have all its factories AWS certified,

with plants in Sheikhupura – which is introducing
the zero water technology – and Islamabad already
awarded AWS certification. “Pakistan is one of our
best examples of a local market deeply engaged in
our water stewardship journey,” Galli said. “We have
special focus in improving water use efficiency in
all sites, we have set up drinking water filtration
units for local communities and, with agriculture,
we work to support the many thousands dairy
farmers in our supply chain to improve their water
use practices.” Nestle is helping Pakistani farmers
across more than 10,000 acres move from flood
or furrow irrigation to drip irrigation, saving an
estimated 20 million cubic meters of water a year.
“Raising awareness on the local water issues is
vital”, said Galli, pointing to Vietnam, where huge
increases in coffee production over the last few
decades has “come at the expense of natural
resources; groundwater aquifer levels are running
low in periods of drought, farmers are having
difficulty obtaining enough water and in many
places there is an issue with the availability of
drinking water.” Farming practices were totally
inefficient, with the areas around the trees being
repeatedly flooded with too much water.
“In Vietnam we are running a project for a few
years with international and local partners.
We originally did research to understand how
much water is needed to produce a good yield,
and we discovered farmers watered 70 percent
more. We demonstrated that, during each monthly
irrigation round, instead of 1000 litres per plant you
could do it with 300 litres,” said Galli.
Nestle adopted different capacity building models,
from collective farmer field schools to “on farm”
individual coaching. “The result is when the farmers
reduced the irrigation they not only saved water
they saved a lot of money - less energy, less fuel,
less labour - they could save easily 40% the cost

Vietnamese farmers inspect an upgraded irrigation system

of production and keep the same yield. The also
saved water potentially available for other users
in the area, such as drinking water supply for
local households. They become better farmers,
better water stewards and better citizens.”
In California, which faces serious water challenges,
auditing of the five Nestle Waters factories
revealed savings of more than 204 million litres
of water between 2016 and 2017, with initiatives
such as reverse osmosis to filter and reuse
wastewater and advanced mapping of water
flows across plants. All five sites are now
certified and this year the Cabazon facility was
awarded AWS gold certification, a first in the
United States. Gaining gold was due to the site’s
positive contribution to the local groundwater
system and best practice water quality measures.
Local stakeholders in the catchment had to affirm
the Cabazon factory’s positive contribution.
“We are convinced that achieving certification allows
us to communicate better about our good practices.
It enables us to move away from self‑declarations
of good water stewardship,” says Galli. “Instead, we
have a credible third‑party process with conformity
assessment bodies coming to our sites and
screening our practices deeply.”
In June 2018, Néstle Waters CEO Maruizio Patarnello
announced the company will extend its commitment
to water stewardship by certifying all of its sites
under the AWS Standard by 2025. “Water is one of the
most critical sustainability challenges facing society
and our business,” said Patarnello. “We are 100
percent committed to safeguarding water resources
for future generations. By pledging to certify all
our Nestlé Waters sites to this publicly recognised,
credible water stewardship standard, we demonstrate
how we positively contribute to water resources
where we operate for the shared benefit of all.”
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